Radar STS-177

Purpose
STS-177 Radar (hereinafter referred to as the radar) is intended to monitor open terrestrial, air
and water spaces. It allows for displaying the movement trajectory and the distance to various
moving objects, such as a human, vehicle, boat, etc.
Structurally, the radar is implemented in a plastic body with an aluminum base, inside of
which electronic circuit boards and antennas are installed.
The radar uses unique algorithms for processing radio signals to obtain accurate data on
objects observed under any weather conditions.
Main advantages and features:
‒ low power of electromagnetic radiation;
‒ low power consumption and safe supply voltage level;
‒ unique algorithms for filtering interference from vegetation and waves on the water
surface;
‒ high rate of information update on objects observed with fast detection of new
trajectories;
‒ option for determination of object type;
‒ round-the-clock operation in any weather conditions;
‒ ease of deployment and maintenance;
‒ high reliability and stability under severe operating conditions;
‒ option for operating multiple radars with mutual overlapping surveillance sectors.
STS-177 radar has utility model patent.
The radar can be used both independently and together with the pan/tilt unit developed by
Stilsoft.

Application
STS-177 radar can be used as part of a portable radar station, stationary or mobile radar
system.
STS-177 radar can be used as expansion set in systems developed by Stilsoft. When using as a
part of these systems, a long-range video camera and thermal imaging camera can be automatically
aimed at the target as per the radar data.
Specifications
Parameter
Operating frequency band, MHz
Average emission power, mW, max.
Operation sector length, min., m
Minimum detection range, m
Operation sector width, not narrower, deg
Antenna beam width by elevation angle, not narrower, deg
Maximum detection range, min., m
‒ human
‒ vehicle
(with installation height above the surface of at least 14 m)
Range resolution, min., m
Radial velocity resolution, min., km/h
Range of velocity speeds of detected objects, no worse than, km/h
Accuracy of object range determination, no worse than, m
Accuracy of object azimuth determination, no worse than, deg
Maximum quantity of simultaneously calculated trajectories of
detected objects, min.
Updating frequency of output (trajectory) information, min., Hz
Type of directional pattern
Number of frequency letter, pcs.
Object trajectory detection time, max., s (in the presence of radio
visibility conditions at a given point of the object appearance)
External interface
DC power voltage, V
Power consumption, max., W
Mean time between failures, min., h
Operating temperature range, °С
Overall dimensions, max., mm
Weight, max., kg

Value
5350...5650
400
2300
20
360
18
2300
2300
6
0.6
0.72…140
5
0.25
90
12
Fixed
8
4
10Mbit/s Ethernet
10-30
11
30000
from - 40 to + 50
466x523x315
15

Connection
Ports for Connection of the Radar and Mounting Holes:

4 holes

Ports Х1-Х3 are equivalent and serve for connection of devices - STS-507 communication
controller and storage battery.
Connection of the Radar to the Pan/Tilt Unit
Port for connection of the pan/tilt
unit

Connector contact assignment:
Contact No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Output purpose
+Upower
-Upower
"Тх+" data transmitted "+" via Ethernet
"Тх-" data transmitted "-" via Ethernet
"Rx-" data received "-" via Ethernet
"Rx+" data received "+" via Ethernet
Not used

Default settings:
IP-address – 172.16.16.250
Port – 7001

Calculation of the Radar Installation Height on Bearing Structure
The height of radar installation point on bearing structure shall be sufficient to create
favorable conditions for waves propagation along "radar - detectable object" path taking into
account interference between the direct-propagation wave and the wave reflected from the terrain.
For a perfectly even flat surface, including a water surface, the radar installation height shall be
determined by the following formula:
h=0.005*R,
where R - range to supposed detectable object;
h - the radar installation height.
If possible, it is recommended to increase the height of the installation point (from 0.5-1m)
compared with calculated height to compensate for possible irregularities in the actual terrain.
Based on the formula for calculating the installation height of the radar, in order to achieve
the maximum detection range, it is necessary to install the radar on the bearing structure at a height
of 10 m (for a perfectly even surface).

